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cultural comparisons have consistently shown strong cor-
relations between fat consumption per head and mortality
from colorectal, breast, and endometrial cancers.
The important question is how much reliance can and

should be attached to the "guesstimates" of Doll and Peto?
Plainly, a lot more information is needed before the true
contribution of dietary factors can be assessed with any real
confidence. Nevertheless, for tobacco, alcohol, and occupa-
tional factors, their estimates based on substantial data
command considerable confidence, and their 35% estimate
for dietary effects is, in fact, less than the 50%0 estimate
reached by the American Health Foundation at its 1979
conference.6 The fact that no fewer than 11 000 of the 17 000
annual deaths from cancer in the United States which Doll
and Peto attribute to occupation are of the lung emphasises
the importance of trying to quantify the relative contributions
of smoking and of specific industrial factors, since in some
cases the two seem to act synergistically. Thus one of the main
recommendations made by Doll and Peto is that a nationally
representative case-control study of lung cancer in relation to
smoking and occupation should be carried out in the United
States.
The fear has often been voiced that the incidence of cancers

of all kinds, or cancers of particular kinds, is increasing.
Except for cancers of the lung this fear is not substantiated by
the data for the United States. Indeed, for some sites-for
example, the stomach-the opposite is certainly true. The
reliability of long-span time trend data is seriously limited by
factors such as changing diagnostic criteria and increasing
efficacy of treatment. This problem can partly be overcome by
looking only at short-span time trends and comparing patterns
in older and younger people. For virtually all types of cancer
the age-standardised risk of death increases with age in any
one cohort defined by date of birth. The effects of a newly
introduced cancer hazard are therefore first seen as increasing
death rates in younger subjects-for example, under 50 years
of age-in successive cohorts. Similarly, this is where the
benefits of a reduction in cancer hazard are most likely to be
first seen. It is thus very encouraging that Doll and Peto
found downward trends in the United States data, which
they consider cannot be explained by improved treatment, for
mortality from cancers of most sites in men and women aged
under 65. In Britain, downward trends in the mortality
from lung cancer are evident for men up to the age of 70 and
for women up to the age of 50. In the United States a similar
downward trend for lung cancer is now evident for men up
to the age of 50 but is scarcely yet discernible in women. The
differences between the two countries are readily explained
by differences in the past pattern of cigarette consumption
and the downward trends in both countries by the reducing
tar deliveries of manufactured cigarettes.

But there is nothing in Doll and Peto's review that savours
of complacency. Even a 2% contribution of occupational
factors to cancer risk means 8000 cancer deaths a year in the
United States and in some cases very high risks among small
groups of workers. Research and regulation to eliminate this
contribution to the overall cancer death toll therefore merit
priority. Also, the authors recognise that in trying to cover
the waterfront they are bound to have offended specialists in
many disciplines by a somewhat swashbuckling approach to
the handling of complex data and theories. They apologise
for ranging so widely, citing Bertrand Russell, who also
acknowledged that he had done the same.7 Be that as it may,
most interested specialists will recognise that this attempt to
deal with the whole of a vastly complex subject in little over

100 pages is as objective as it is bold. The authors' conclusions
are based partly on data summarised in numerous tables and
text figures and the use of standard statistical and epidemio-
logical methods and partly on a wide knowledge and under-
standing of recent published findings in cancer research. Their
main achievements are to provide both a structure which can
be built on or changed as new knowledge becomes available
and a clear strategic view of what is presently known and not
known about environmentally determined cancer.
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Old skin
No one dies of old skin. So runs an aphorism now maturing
into a cliche, much used at conferences on aging. It also fits the
general rule that the harmful effects of aging occur mainly in
cells that have been programmed during development to cease
mitosis. Human epidermal cells continue to divide right into
extreme old age, though the process does slow down, as
judged by the low proportion of cells in elderly skin that
become labelled after injecting tritiated thymidine intra-
dermally,l and by the slow elimination of a fluorescent dye,
dansyl chloride, which binds specifically to the stratum
corneum.2 Nevertheless, the appearances under light and
electron microscopy of the epidermis of an old person remain
closely similar to those of young skin,3 provided that the
comparison is made on specimens from areas normally
covered by clothing (so avoiding any muddle with changes due
to prolonged exposure to the sun). The viable epidermis
appears a little thinned, but the stratum corneum does not, and
its cardinal function, the ability to restrict loss of water, is not
affected.1 It is only by refined techniques that the number of
cells in the epidermis and their height can be shown to
diminish a little with age, though oddly the surface area of
individual cells in the stratum corneum actually increases.4
More interesting changes appear when the epidermis is

split off and examined from below with the scanning electron
microscope. In the young skin the fine villous protrusions
(microfeet) of the basal cells into the dermis give the under-
surface of the epidermis a distinctive velvety appearance; this
is almost lost in old age. In addition, the complex mixture of
valleys and ridges, easily seen on the underside of young
epidermis, becomes progressively flattened in old age.5 These
changes may explain why suction blisters can be raised so
easily in the elderly.
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Wrinkles may be seen in these split-skin preparations, but
curiously they show no special features with light microscopy5
and are probably due to progressive changes with age in the
mechanical properties of the dermis.6 The dermis loses much
of its elastic recoil, failing to snap back properly into shape and
allowing the skin to hang loosely in folds and wrinkles. Teams
of mechanical engineers and biologists studying the way these
properties change with age have invented ingenious devices to
stretch the skin sideways, in one or more directions, pull it
vertically, or deform it with torsional forces or a vacuum.
Hammers have even been bounced off it.' The problems of
interpreting the results of these experiments and of standard-
ising the methods have given rise to a second generation of
papers. Perhaps the easiest experiments to follow have been
those in which strips of skin were stretched in one direction in
vitro, yielding simple stress and strain curves. The initial
deformation seems to be controlled by the network of fine
elastic fibres in the dermis, and the elastic recovery of these is
reduced in old age-or they may be digested away enzymatic-
ally.6 As stretching continues an increasing number of collagen
fibres are straightened and take up some of the load. Finally,
when all collagen fibres are straight, little further stretching is
possible. This loss of elasticity of old skin must be related to
those changes in the elastic fibres which can be seen with the
electron microscope to consist of a decrease in microfibrils, an
increase in electron-dense inclusions, and the appearance of
vesicular structures.8

If living skin is compressed rather than stretched another set
of age-related changes may be observed. No differences
between young and old skin appear during the loading phase;
but after the pressure has been removed young skin quickly
returns to its normal thickness while in an old person full
recovery may take as long as 24 hours.6 This effect is thought
to be due to changes in the dermal ground substance.

In old age the dermis also becomes thinner. The simple
measurement of histological preparations is fraught with
difficulties,9 and newer techniques have been devised including
high-frequency pulsed ultrasound,'0 specialised radiography,'
and the use of callipers.9 Thinning occurs progressively during
adult life in men but seems to start only after the fifth decade
in women.12 Skin collagen falls by about 1O a year throughout
adult life, and since it decreases more quickly than skin
thickness the density with which collagen is packed into the
dermis also decreases. Collagen itself seems to become more
stable with advancing age, but the possible increase in cross-
linkage between adjacent molecules which was suggested by
thermal shrinkage studies'3 has yet to be confirmed. With age
fewer fibroblasts are seen in the dermis, many showing ultra-
structural changes which are suggestive of reduced bio-
synthesis,14 and wound healing also slows. Most dehiscences of
abdominal incisions occur in elderly patients-though compli-
cations of this kind still affect only a minority of even very
elderly patients having surgery.

Indeed, the main trouble with old skin is the way it looks
rather than the way it behaves, and here exposure to the sun is a
major factor. The bronzed young skins of today will become
the wrinkled prune-like ones of tomorrow. Sadly the words of
Thomas Nashe are more appropriate now than when he wrote
them 400 years ago:

"Beauty is but a flower
Which wrinkles will devour."
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Diagnosis and treatment of
lactose intolerance
In most mammalian infants, including man, the disaccharidase
enzyme lactase is found in the brush border of the villus
epithelial cells of the small intestine. In animals the tissue
lactase activity drops sharply at the time of weaning. The
human species is unusual in that in some (but not all) racial
types intestinal lactase persists into adult life-probably as a
result of selective pressures which allowed persistence of a
mutant gene in these ethnic groups. Races whose ancestors
were Northern Europeans, African pastoralists, or residents
of the north-west part of the Indian subcontinent have a high
probability of being lactose digesters in adult life, whereas
most Negroes, Asians, and South Americans are lactose
malabsorbers.1 2 Population movements in the past 100 years
have now combined with expansion of the dairy industry
beyond the temperate zones with the result that many lactase-
deficient adults now live in societies where foods containing
lactose, principally in cows' milk, are important and regular
dietary constituents.
Malabsorption of lactose does not always lead to lactose

intolerance. The adverse reactions which may develop after
ingestion by a lactase-deficient individual of foods containing
lactose include nausea, bloating, abdominal pain, and
diarrhoea.3 4 When these symptoms occur after ingestion of
cows' milk, however, they are not necessarily due to lactase
deficiency: allergic reactions to food may have similar clinical
effects.5 6 The clinical effects of lactose ingestion are, indeed,
related to dose with a wide variation among individuals. The
conventional lactose load used in tolerance tests, 50 g, will
produce symptoms in 70-80% ofmalabsorbers, whereas 10-15 g
lactose, or half a pint of milk, will produce abdominal
symptoms in only 30-60%.7- Intolerance to lactose has
nutritional implications. Whereas most of those affected
consider the condition merely an inconvenience, inevitably
they drink less milk than do those who are lactose tolerant.8 10
Skimmed milk supplied to Third World countries as a protein
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